Maxima 2.2

“A kitchen shouldn’t be
just another room, it
should be an experience”
That’s the feeling you get when you choose a kitchen from European Kitchen Group.
At European Kitchen Group no two kitchens are the same. Every one is individually
designed, planned and built to order in Europe, unique to your personal requirements.
Because we’re the premium distributor of Rempp and Cesar Kitchens, you’re guaranteed
the very latest in trends, style and functionality with the highest in quality hardware.
The result - a beautiful, functional hard-wearing European kitchen.
- Angelo Abela, company director
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Crafting Your Dreams
into Reality
Every home is different and every family
one of a kind. When you commission a
European kitchen from us, our design
team work with you to develop a
unique, quality product tailored to
your needs. We combine authentic,
hard-wearing materials with
timeless designs to mirror your
unique, individual style.

Open 9-5 Weekdays and 10-4 on
Saturdays, you can view a range of the
latest and most popular kitchen design
elements at our South Melbourne
showroom. 592 City Rd Sth Melb Vic.

We have a range of kitchens on
display, featuring both cutting edge
and timeless designs from two of
Europe’s major kitchen brands, Rempp
and Cesar. Visit our showroom and see
for yourself - the quality, durability
and functionality of these two leading
kitchen manufacturers.

Our designers work with you
to craft an entirely customised
kitchen, so no two products
are ever identical. Whether you
are after a classic kitchen, a
contemporary feel, or a mixture
of the two, one thing will never
change: our commitment to sleek
design, authentic materials, and
functional, quality living.

Let us design a free
snapshot view of your
dream kitchen today
1.Call us on +613 8539 4449 to make an appointment
2. Visit European Kitchen Group’s showroom to discuss your options. Take your
plans/dimensions of your proposed kitchen. Approx 1hr.
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3. Receive your personalised Kitchen Presentation. View and discuss your design,
specifications and quotation.
4.Visit our website for more ideas -> europeankitchengroup.com.au
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Kitchen is my home.
Home is my joy.
Invite us into your life
People as the focal point of the project - that is the fundamental principle underlying
all of Cesar’s design concepts.
Our kitchens will not leave you indifferent. With their strong personality and distinct
character, they are bound to arouse intense emotions. They are not simply objects,
they are experiences - each day, the reason to enjoy being together.
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Maxima 2.2
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Maxima 2.2
The continuous surface
is the creative design system that distinguishes Cesar for it’s uniqueness and
cross-functionality. Over 90 finishes combined with various opening methods
make Maxima 2.2 an architectural project that meets modularity, technological and
flexibility requirements while preserving it’s linearity and attention to
materials in every layout.

The refined aesthetic result
is obtained by choosing materials of the same colour but with different
surface finishes like Bianco, bush-hammered stoneware for the
worktop and smooth ceramic for the doors. The latter is combined
with a Titanio finish frame to make the frame grip edging.
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of the work island is interrupted by
the Rovere Termocotto breakfast
bar. The finish of the worktop is
replicated inside the base units
with their Rovere Bruno melamine
carcasses and in the drawer and
jumbo drawer interior accessories
in solid Rovere Scuro.

The tall units with retracting doors
offer maximum space exploitation:
the stainless steel pullout top offers
an additional work surface. Once
the doors are shut the shelves and
appliances are concealed behind them
for a really uncluttered, clean look.
The inside grip edging
is carved into the door front: the
finish continues uninterrupted on
the entire surface.
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Unit
Freedom is the most important thing in life - freedom to evolve, to adapt, to
experience new ways, new cultures, new people. Freedom to create, freedom to
explore oneself. Technology helps in our search for freedom, however we all need a
reference point, a warm place, a place to move around in and explore.
And in the end, any journey takes us back home.

Black aluminium across light
for island top, Smoked glass
door with fabric
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Compart open compartment and Platform breakfast bar in Rovere Corvino.
Fenix laminates and metallic effect lacquers.
Laguna silk effect lacquer. Eero handles in Laguna lacquer and marble
shaped worktop.

Bianco silk effect lacquer. Eero
handles and adjustable feet
in Champagne brass. Hanex
N-White shaped worktop.

Intarsio
It is deviating from the rules that makes the biggest impression. I love symmetry but
not convention. I look for the original that inspired the repetition. Those who put their
trust in tradition know that to innovate, sometimes, it is simply necessary to change
the point of view. They create new proportions that give rise to new sensations.
And in this, we discover a different kind of beauty each time.

Rovere Mediterraneo Intarsio wood and Verde Guatemala marble
with Brushed Champagne Ouverture handles. Breakfast bar with
Champagne Aluminium Flamingo frame.
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Breakfast bar in Rovere
Fossile, Grigio Billiemi
marble countertop.
Black aluminium
Tratto handle. Column
cabinets and kitchen
island in wood Rovere
Fossile Intarsio.
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Williamsburg
Workstation and The
50’s shelving system.
Cabinets in wood
Rovere Corvino.
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3D Kitchen Modelling
At Eurpoean Kitchen Group we work hard to make sure our clients are satisfied
with their made-to-order kitchens. This means giving them a clear understanding
of the process, a complete visual representation of their future kitchen, and a
comprehensive quote to help them craft their dreams into reality.

Because our kitchens are
made-to-order, our clients
can personalise every
aspect of their design,
from kitchen hardware to
the selection of benchtops
and splashbacks. Thanks to
our state-of-the-art kitchen
design software, clients are
able to visualise their truly
unique kitchens before
construction. This way, we
ensure the utmost in client
satisfaction from the
very beginning.

Once our clients have perfected their dream kitchen with our local designers,
we send their design specifications to our European workspaces. There our
teams manufacture and assemble our kitchens, which are then imported readymade. Construction, import and installation costs are covered in our free
quote, so our clients are faced with no surprises.

With the latest modelling software, we work with our clients to visualise 100% of
their European kitchen. Using our 3D modelling software, at European
Kitchen Group, we are able to give our clients high-resolution digital
representations of their Cesar or Rempp kitchen.
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Enjoy your home.
What is it that makes a great family kitchen?
Manufactured in Germany’s Black Forest, Rempp have been a family-owned
business since 1930. Rempp specialise in strong, quality kitchens. Every one of their
25 standard decors blend traditional craftsmanship, perfected over 80+ years, with
modern technology to produce high-quality, durable kitchens.
Variable in design, style and specifications, a Rempp kitchen is a kitchen to be
lived in. Rempp kitchens are made in a wide range of styles, all with flexible design
features. Clients can customise not only the size of their product, including drawer,
cabinet and pull-out specifications, but also the handles, shape, feel and material of
their unique kitchen. No matter what they choose, owners of a Rempp kitchen know
they have a functional, durable and stylish kitchen made to be lived in.
Because every home is unique, EKG work with clients to develop their own
Rempp kitchen based on their needs. Whether in T- or U-shape designs, islands or
custom layouts, Rempp provide high-quality, bespoke kitchens that are made to
feel like home.
As Rempp are one of Germany’s only remaining family-owned international kitchen
businesses, they are committed to providing cutting-edge materials and design
solutions. This is only possible because Rempp are small enough to offer flexible
and up-to-the-minute design solutions, something larger manufactures are unable
to manage. Cutting edge, customised, and always crafted with care, your Rempp
kitchen is made for you.
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Phoenix
Develop individuality
with over 80 fronts, 50
handle styles and 30
worktops to select from.

A wide range of exclusive
organisation systems is available
for flexible drawer and cupboard
interiors.
Hand-finished lacquered surface
in concrete look – each front is
exceptionally unique.
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Phoenix trowelled,
side door mitred. Slimline
steel effect worktop.

Ergonomics
The worktop should be positioned at exactly the right level to relieve the strain
on your back. Kitchens planned ergonomically are always tailored to the height
of the person who spends most time using them. You can either opt for an
optimised single worktop level or seperate zones adapted in level according to
their functions.
Ergonomic drawers are of great value. Sliding with ease to and fro, they allow
you to view the contents of a drawer from the front to the very back. Intelligent
drawer technology makes your work easier.
Built-in appliances such as refrigerators, ovens, dishwashers or microwaves
should be positioned at a comfortable height.
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Illumination
An exact lighting of work areas is important for comfortable and relaxed use
of your kitchen. An illuminated structural shelf for wall units developed by
Rempp Küchen produces great workable light as well as ambiance. Select
from Neon, Halogen or LED lighting systems to suit to your needs.
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Alborg
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Alborg
See perfection
The naturalness of the veneered oak planks can virtually be felt thanks to the
specially sliced veneers. In combination with the white lacquered front, this kitchen’s
textural combinations speak volumes.

Storage solutions
Soft lift door panels, pull out appliance shelves and organizer racks inside
the pantry door make use of every bit of space. Keep everything tucked
away for an effortlessly neat and tidy kitchen.
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Cliff Kito
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Cliff Kito
Urban kitchen world - contemporary, aesthetic, made-to-last
Choose from a range of modern concrete and stone reproductions for fronts,
worktops and the complete kitchen environment. Surfaces are extremely similar to
the genuine materials and in no way inferior to their big siblings in appearance or
design. They are highly durable and easy to maintain.

A design that delights
Imitation steel or
concrete add to Rempp’s
variety, and delight with
their look and feel. Clean
lines and mitred edges
deliver a fresh and
streamline experience.
Steel x-line
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Immerse yourself
Experience for yourself Rempp Kuchen’s exquisite and unique range
of hand-finished worktops, fronts, handle (or no handle) options, ergonomic storage
solutions and superior quality workmanship at European Kitchen Group’s
South Melbourne showroom.

The shelving system 2020 is technically
sophisticated, visually attractive, stable and very
practical. It can be integrated into many furniture
concepts, whether individually, one above the
other, next to each other or as a group. This smart
cube can be equipped with all 19-mm thick front
materials or with black glass.

The sliding pocket pivot
doors are inserted into the
carcase, leaving the space free
regardless of what the cabinet
interior is to be used for. The
cabinet can be planned with
absolute individuality, either
as a workplace or a functional
area for your electrical
appliances.
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Let us design a free
snapshot view of your
dream kitchen today
Call +613 8539 4449
or visit our showroom today

SHOWROOM
PH +613 8539 4449 592 City Rd Sth Melbourne, Vic 3205
OPEN 9-5 Weekdays & 10-4 Saturdays europeankitchengroup.com.au

